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Celebrate Pujo in
Max Fashion's all
new festive
collection

Siliguri , Sep 11 : Max
Fashion celebrated the
advent of Durga Puja by
launching their festive
collection along with
Swarnali and Gaurav
Haldar, popular Bengali
TV artists at Vega Circle
mall.
Swarnali
and
Gaurav Haldar looked
ethereal donning the timeless festive collection
from Max.
The collection is about
bringing back the rich
grandeur of Indian tradition yet giving it a modern
touch. Max through its
'Tavisha' range offers stylized garments comprising
classic combinations of
voluminous, vibrant and
layered skirts with trendy
cholis or crop tops, to
complete the grand look
of the festive season.
Speaking on the occasion,
Mr.
Rajib
Mukherjee, AVP, Max
Fashion, said, "Max as a
brand, comprehends the
value of quality time with
your family and companions amid festive season.
Consequently, we are
pleased to announce the
exclusive festive collection all over India. It is a
combination of convention and latest patterns on
the block that you will
enjoy shopping with your
family."
"Festive season is such
an energizing and happy
time in India. It has been a
pleasure to associate with
Max and launch their
exclusive festive collection",
mentioned
Swarnali, popular Bengali
TV actress, who was looking fabulous in ensembles
from the Max Festive collection.
Highlights from the

Festive Collection:
"
T a v i s h a
Occasion Wear - This collection is all about ethereal timeless textures and
classic beauty. Inspired
from paithani prints and
mayor bagh, it offers a
range of stylized garments
with voluminous skirts,
stylized choli and layered
skirts. Dipped in vibrant
colours of festive golds,
fuchsia and deep greens,
this collection adds the
grandeur
to
your
wardrobe
"
Festive Kurtas Named 'Poetry of Gold',
this collection talks about
bringing back the festive
hues of bright pink,
turquoise, orange with
beautiful gold sprinkled
throughout the collection.
It adds a welcome change
to your traditional Indian
wear with layered kurtas,
kalidaar palazzos in rich
chanderi fabri
"
Festive Fusion
Wear - With a more
upbeat, fun and young
mood attached to it, this
collection brings you
modern prints in tiered,
gathered and pleated
dresses. For the more
experimental you, this
collection will give a desi
twist to your festive
wardrobe"
Festive
Skirts - Stylized skirts
with fashion crop tops and
choli, this collection
brings back the grand and
regal look in vibrant hues,
gold prints and intricately
detailed borders
"
Festive
Maxi
Dresses - Available in rich
jewel tones with ornate
embroideries in antique
gold, this collection is the
perfect evening wear for
you this season

Sonowal for sending
engineers to Bangladesh
for training on river
dredging
Guwahati , Sep 11 : With
a view to carry out dredging of Brahmaputra and
Barak River in a scientific
manner with adequate
planning, Chief Minister
Sarbananda
Sonowal
issued slew of directions
to the Water Resources
Department on Monday.
While taking part in a
meeting to discuss dredging of Brahmaputra and
Barak River with senior
officials
of
Water
Resources Department in
his office chamber at
Assam
Legislative
Assembly,
Sonowal
directed the department to
depute a team of mechanical engineers of the
department for training at
Bangladesh to enhance
their knowledge about
dredging so that the entire
exercise could be executed without any error and
m e c h a n i c a l
lapses.Sonowal
also
stressed on carrying out
dredging in a sustainable
manner and advocated
developing highlands with
the excavated sand to give

an impetus to tourism in
the state. Keeping this in
mind, Sonowal pitched
the idea for involvement
of forest officials at every
sub-division of the Water
Resources Department
and preparation of action
plan taking people of the
state into confidence.
Further directing the
Water
Resources
Department to conduct a
survey to ascertain the
number of people protected from flood through
embankments, the Chief
Minister asked the departmental engineers to expeditiously carry out repair
and strengthening of
embankments and also to
carry
out a detail study about
their condition once monsoon season is over. He
also instructed for a survey on the highest water
level of both the rivers
during monsoon and their
bearing capacity. Sonowal
also advised the department to introduce a new
dress code for engineers at
work sites.

Diageo India reinvents antiquity blue
whisky for the evolving millennials
Siliguri , Sep 11 : Diageo
India, the country's leading beverage alcohol company is relaunching its
premium brand Antiquity
Blue Whisky with an
exquisite, timeless and
striking new packaging.
The new pack has a first
in class SOFT TOUCH
FINISH added for a velvety
feelcocooning
theICONIC BLUE BOTTLE inspired by the timeless traditions of Venetian
glass-making. The new
Antiquity Blue logo has a
golden heart to glorify the
TIMELESS HEART. A
new brand asset has been
created as a symbol of
timelessness, THE DOUBLE HEADED HERON
which has one head looking towards the past and

the other to the future. The
overall new look with
added provenance, stands
for timelessness, authenticity and age-old traditions.At the heart of
Antiquity Blue whisky
lies an extraordinary story
of true and timeless
whisky-making
traditions.In 1824, Scotsman
by the name of Robert
Stein pioneered the art of
grain
whisky
at
Cameronbridge Distillery.
Today, Antiquity Blue
whisky is blended with
grain Scotchwhisky from
the very same distillerywhich uses the same timeless and true process of
grain whisky distillation.The scotch malt is
distilled in authentic copper pot stills, aged in

American oak casks that
grantsthe whisky a richer
texture and robust flavour,
it is further blended with
the finest Indian grain
spiritto givethe blend a
rich, inviting colourinspired by the hue of
antique gold.
The Antiquity Blue
whisky is crafted by of
one of Diageo's leading
master blenders, Craig
Wallace, who keeps alive
the traditions handed
down by masters before
himand will ensure it is
handed down to the next
generation of Master
Blenders."Antiquity Blue
stands for the timeless art
of whisky making and the
new pack showcases that
beautifully. This brand
renovation transitions the

brand into a more contemporary and modernized
territory that speaks to
true whisky connoisseurs.
We are very happy to see
that the consumers are
already appreciating this
finer experience", says
Subroto Geed, Senior VPMarketing at Diageo
India. Antiquity Blue is
one of India's most premium whisky brands and is
appreciated by its loyal
consumers and seasoned
whisky connoisseurs. In
its new renovated avatar it
promises to appeal to the
evolving preferences of
the millennials. The
whisky is available in outlets
across
West
Bengaland is priced at
Rs.1050 for a 750 ml bottle.

